Current passive-microwave rain-retrieval methods are largely based on databases built off-line using cloud models : the models are used to simulate rain events, and radiative transfer calculations produce the associated brightness temperatures. The radiative transfer models depend on, among others, the distribution of hydrometeor sizes. The most popular rain drop size distribution (DSD) used in most models is Marshall and Palmer's (1948). Improvements were proposed later by, among others, Sekhon and Srivastava (1971), Willis and Tattelman (1989) and Feingold and Levin (1986) . Using these DSD models, we study the dependence of forward radiative transfer calculations on the hydrometeor size distribution, and quantify the uncertainty due to DSD variability.
I. Introduction
Most radiative transfer models currently used to calculate the expected microwave brightness temperatures associated with a given rain event assume that the rain drops are distributed according to the Masall-Palmer drop size distribution (DSD) (see, e.g., [7] ). This distribution is an exponential function N ( D ) which allows one parameter, A, to depend on the rain rate : N ( D ) dD = NO e-hD dD drops of diameter D mm, per m3.
(1) This representation of the DSD is simple hence easy to use in practice, and it is representative of the distribution of the drop diameters if the latter are sampled over a sufficiently long time ([SI).
However, it has at least two drawbacks which can be expected to affect radiative transfer calculations significantly :
1.
No is assumed constant, and if one starts with a given rain rate &, calculates A and NO, then computes the expected rain rate R1 = C J v(D) D3N(D) dD (where ZI is the drop fall speed), one finds that R1 typically significantly exceeds &. If one does not resolve this contradiction, one's results are quite likely to be inconsistent.
an exponential distribution generally tends to overestimate the number of both the smallest drops [14] and the largest drops [6].
Sekhon and Srivastava proposed an exponential model in which NO depends on the rain rate ([ll], [12] ). While they find better fits for the radar reflectivity factor 2, precipitation content W and median volume diameter DO, their model again produces a rain rate that is inconsistently quite different from the one used to specify the parameter values. Willis and Tattleman based on an improved characterization of coalescence growth and evaporation. Their parameters No, p and A are determined by the rain rate, and, happily, do not go on to produce an inconsistently different rain rate when the latter is calculated from (2). However, since observations show that the DSD is not entirely determined only by the rain rate, it is desirable to find a parametrization for the I? model in which the parameters have the correlations implied by the observations. Such a parametrization was derived in [5]. For completeness, we also consider a log-normal DSD model. Armed with these five models for the DSD, we have tried to quantify the effect of variations in the drop size distribution on the calculated brightness temperatures. The main application is to the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM), whose passive TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) measures nine brightness temperatures at 10.7 (V and H polarizations), 19.3 (V and H), 22.2 (V), 37 (V and H), and 85.5 GHz (V and H). The look angle is always assumed to be 52", and the rain is always assumed to fall on a 290K ocean surface. The various DSD models are described and compared in section 11. The radiances obtained with these DSD models using Kummerow's Eddingtonapproximation radiative transfer model are studied in section 111.
Comparison of the different DSD models
Marshall and Palmer's exponential distribution (1) is of course a special case of the I? distribution (2) with p = 0. They found that the slope parameter X which best models their data depends on the rainfall rate R and is given by A = where R is the rain rate, S" is the "normalized" relative mass-weighted deviation of the drop diameters and D" the "normalized" mean drop diameter. By "normalized" we mean that the dependence on the rain rate has been factored out. More specifically,
Based on the TOGA/COARE data, D" has a mean of 1.13 and a standard deviation of 0.32, while the mean of SI' is 0.39 with a negligible standard deviation of 0.025. These results were corroborated by data from Darwin ([4]). It was also observed from these data sets ([SI) that while S" varied little over all samples, DN had a smaller mean for events with low rain rate than for those with higher rain rates : the conditional mean of D" decreases as the rain rate increases.
To compare the various DSDs under consideration, one can start by looking for the values of the normalized mean drop diameter D" and of the normalized relative deviation S" which best fit each of MP, SS, WT and LOG. In fact, for a given rain rate, one can compute from (6) 
Pointwise fits of the normalized mean diameter Dl' and the relative deviation S" for (MP), (SS), (WT) and (LOG).
Note that the WT values are remarkably close to the means determined from the data. The SS values of D" are somewhat low, while those of SI' are rather high, an observation which is consistent with the fact, mentioned earlier, that the exponential tends to overestimate the concentration of smaller and larger drops. This trend is also evident in the MP values. Equally important to note is the fact that only MP produces a mean diameter which increases slightly with the rain rate : SS, WT and the data imply the reverse.
While this point-wise comparison cannot be carried out for the lognormal distribution, a fit can be performed over a range of rain rates : one can look for the values of D" and St' which best fit LOG, 0.5 < R < 5 mm/hr minimization criterion : minimization criterion : (SS) , (WT) (D6N(D) ) .
and (LOG), judging the fit according to of the DSD (N(D)), the water volume ( D 3 N ( D ) ) or the reflectivity
WT, SS and MP, respectively) over a given rain interval. Three different r.m.s. criteria were considered to judge the "best" fit, namely minimizing the difference in The minimizations were performed for two rain-rate intervals, 0.5 to 5 mm/hr and 5 to 50 mm/hr.
The results are summarized in table 11.
Again, the WT values are quite close to the point-wise values determined above and to the means determined from the data. Also as before, the SS and MP values of S" are rather high, consistent with the over-estimation by the exponential of the concentration of large and small drops. Most important, MP and LOG imply a mean diameter which increases with the rain rate, while SS, WT and the data imply the reverse. Note finally that the mean drop values for LOG are significantly larger than the empirical mean.
Effect of the DSD models on the brightness temperatures
It has already been noted that the vertical distribution of hydrometeors within a cloud has a significant impact on the resulting upwelling brightness temperatures ([13] , [lo] ). To quantify this impact, Kummerow's Eddington-approximation forward radiative transfer model ([8] ) was used to calculate the radiances produced by the DSDs described in the previous section, for simple hypothetical atmospheres as well as for simulated rain events included in the TRMM cloud-model database. starting at about 2 mm/hr, the brightness temperature decreases as D" increases. This is due to the fact that at lower frequencies such as lOGHz absorption is the dominant effect, while scattering starts to dominate as the frequency (and the rain rate) increase. Both effects are more significant for larger drops, hence the contrary trend at low and higher frequencies. This leads one to expect that the effect of the varying DSD should be minimized at a frequency between 10 and 37 GHz : indeed, for the simplified homogeneous rain model, we found that the effect is smallest between 16 and 19 GHz, the exact frequency depending on the criterion used to measure the variation. only. Again using the simplified homogeneous rain model, we calculated the covariance matrix for the nine TRMM passive microwave imager channels. Figure 2A shows the standard deviation in each channel as a function of the rain rate, while table I11 shows the correlation coefficients between the various channels.
Note that while the r.m.s. uncertainty at 10.7 GHz due to the variation of the mean drop size peaks at 17K (resp. 10K) for the vertical (resp. horizontal) polarization near 23 mm/hr before dropping to about 10K (resp. 7K) near 50 mm/hr, it remains rather constant and almost independent of polarization for the remaining 4 frequencies : about 3.7K at 19 and 22 GHz, 7K at 37GHz, and 5K at 85GHz. As to the correlation coefficients, after oscillating somewhat for lower rain rates, they become almost constant above 20 mm/hr, with values as shown in the bottom third of These results are corroborated by the TRMM data base simulations. The subset of this database that we considered came from a hurricane simulation, which used a domain of 64x64 grid points with a resolution of 3 km. Table IV shows the correlation coefficients between the various channels, for the 10 sample rain profiles whose average rain rate was 20 mm/hr, and which can therefore be compared with the near-"steady-state" correlations at the bottom of table 111. Indeed, the values are almost identical. 
and 37
GHz are very close to the theoretical estimates. At 10.7 GHz they are about 30% lower, possibly due to the unavoidably small sample size. At 85 GHz they are 50% lower, undoubtedly due to the dominant effect of scattering from ice, which is not taken into account by our simplified model.
As to the distributions MPO, MP, SS, WT and LOG, they are all more or less close approximations of the I' distribution with average mean drop size and average relative diameter variation, as table I1 showed. Hence one would expect that they would produce brightness temperatures which would be accordingly close to the average. Figure 3 shows the results of the forward radiative transfer calculations for the simple homogeneous-rain model considered above. As one would expect from table I1 and figure 1, since LOG and MPO have the largest mean diameters and SS the smallest, they frame the T b vs R curves : at 10.7 GHz, for a given rain rate, LOG and MPO produce the largest temperatures and SS the smallest ; at 37 GHz, SS produces the largest temperatures and LOG and MPO the smallest. The difference between MPO and SS at 10.7GHz is greatest near 25 mm/hr (consistent with our covariance calculations), where it reaches 16K, or just short of one standard deviation according to our estimate.
At 37 GHz, the difference between SS and MPO at larger rain rates reaches 6K, or again just short of lg. Of the remaining DSDs, WT tends to behave as a smaller-than-average mean-diameter, without quite reaching the extreme of SS, while the corrected MP is closest to the curve produced with the empirical mean Dl' and S" : in fact, the difference between the MP and the mean-(D", S") curves is negligible.
Figures 4 and 5 show the results of the radiative transfer calculations with the TRMM cloud-model simulations. Again, MPO and LOG produce the highest brightness temperatures at 10.7 and the lowest at 37 GHz, while SS and, to a lesser extent WT, produce low temperatures at 10.7 and high figures at 37 GHz. Figure 5 illustrates the deviation from the brightness temperatures that are produced by the 
Iv. Effect on retrievals D
While the conditional variances of T b given R are interesting in themselves, one can also use them to estimate their "horizontal" counterparts and quantify the effect of the DSD on the estimated average rain rate, given a set of observed brightness temperatures. Indeed, while the vertical separation between .. the curves in figures 3 and 4 is not great, a given brightness temperature would seem to correspond to widely separated rain rates. While this seems to imply a large uncertainty in the retrieval process, the actual uncertainty is reduced by the correlation between the variations in the different channels. One would also expect a bias, smaller-diameter DSDs tending to associate a given brightness temperature to higher rain rates than higher-diameter DSDs. To obtain quantitative estimates of the expected bias in the retrieved rain rates, Bayes's rule can be applied to compute the mean &{RITb} of the rain rate R given a set of brightness temperatures Tb, giving where the conditional density p(TblR') can be assumed approximately Gaussian to first order, and hence is determined by its mean and covariance as computed in section 11. For the a priori distribution p,(R') we used a climatological log-normal density p,(R') = e~p ( -0 . 5 
with parameters T , = 3 mm/hr and u, = 1 as computed from the GATE data ([15] ). Various other reasonable expressions f& p , were also tested, including a uniform density between 0 and 100 mm/hr, with negligible effect on the resulting mean. Figure 6 shows the biases which would result from using the various DSDs discussed above. The corrected MP is not shown because it overlays the case Dl' = 1.13 almost exactly. As expected, the smaller-than-average mean-diameter DSDs such as SS and WT (and the uncorrelated-parameters r with D" = 0.7) on the whole show positive biases, while the larger-thanaverage mean-diameter DSDs such as LOG and MPO show negative biases, reaching an impressive -50% in the case of the uncorrected MPO. These biases grow if one ignores the 10.7GHz channel, although in practice the effect on one's retrievals will depend crucially on the resolution of the various channels, as well as on other sources of error which this study did not take into account.
V. Conclusions
Variations in the DSD have a significant effect on radiative transfer calculations of the associated microwave brightness temperatures. In the case of a 50 degree look angle, and for rain over a 290K ocean surface, the effect depends on frequency and average rain rate. At 10.7 GHz, the standard deviation due to DSD variability reaches 17K at vertical polarization (10K at horizontal) when the rain rate averages 23 mm/hr, before dropping to about 10K (resp. 7K) at higher rain rates. At 37 GHz, it remains near 7K. The effect is smallest between 16 and 19 GHz, where the standard deviation drops to 3.7K. At 85 ice scattering dominates; even if it didn't, the DSD-generated uncertainty would be a low 5K. In general, smaller-mean-diameter DSDs (such as that of ) and to a lesser extent that of )) produce lower brightness temperatures below 16 GHz, higher ones above 19 GHz, whqeas larger-mean-diameter DSDs (such as the unmodified ) and the logarithmic Feingold-Levin ([9])) produce higher brightness temperatures below 16 GHz, lower ones above 19 GHz. The covariance matrix between the various TRMM passive microwave channels due to DSD variability changes with the average rain rate but the correlation coefficients reach "steady state" above 20 mm/hr : the correlation coefficients between the 10.7 GHz channels and the higher-frequency ones approach -1, while all other correlation coefficients approach +l. The individual variances are given in figure 2. The effect on rain retrievals is more significant in the case of larger-mean-diameter DSDs than the forward variances would suggest. Not only do these DSDs generally tend to associate lower average rain rates to a given set of brightness temperatures, in the case of the unmodified Marshall-Palmer DSD, one can expect the bias to reach -50%. Finally, while the lowest channel considered, 10.7 GHz, is quite sensitive to DSD variations, it can also be quite important in reducing the bias in passive-microwave rain retrievals.
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